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Key to sections of the Official Information Act 1982 under which information has been withheld. 

Certain information in this document has been withheld under one or more of the following sections of the 
Official Information Act, as applicable: 

 

[1] to prevent prejudice to the security or defence of New Zealand or the 
international relations of the government 6(a) 

[4] to prevent prejudice to the maintenance of the law, including the prevention, 
investigation, and detection of offences, and the right to a fair trial 6(c) 

[11] 
to damage seriously the economy of New Zealand by disclosing prematurely 
decisions to change or continue government economic or financial policies 
relating to the entering into of overseas trade agreements. 

6(e)(vi) 

[23] to protect the privacy of natural persons, including deceased people 9(2)(a) 

[25] to protect  the commercial position of the person who supplied the information 
or who is the subject of the information 9(2)(b)(ii) 

[26] 
to prevent prejudice to the supply of similar information, or information from the 
same source, and it is in the public interest that such information should 
continue to be supplied 

9(2)(ba)(i) 

[27] 

to protect information which is subject to an obligation of confidence or which 
any person has been or could be compelled to provide under the authority of 
any enactment, where the making available of the information - would be likely 
otherwise to damage the public interest 

9(2)(ba)(ii) 

29] to avoid prejudice to the substantial economic interests of New Zealand 9(2)(d) 

[31] to maintain the current constitutional conventions protecting collective and 
individual ministerial responsibility 9(2)(f)(ii) 

[33] to maintain the current constitutional conventions protecting the confidentiality 
of advice tendered by ministers and officials 9(2)(f)(iv) 

[34] to maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the free and frank 
expression of opinions 9(2)(g)(i) 

[36] to maintain legal professional privilege 9(2)(h) 

[37] to enable the Crown to carry out commercial activities without disadvantages or 
prejudice 9(2)(i) 

[38] to enable the Crown to negotiate without disadvantage or prejudice 9(2)(j) 

[39] to prevent the disclosure of official information for improper gain or improper 
advantage 9(2)(k) 

[s18(c)(i)] that the making available of the information requested would be contrary to the 
provisions of a specified enactment  

[40] Not in scope   
 

Where information has been withheld, a numbered reference to the applicable section of the Official 
Information Act has been made, as listed above. For example, a [23] appearing where information has 
been withheld in a release document refers to section 9(2)(a). 

In preparing this Information Release, the Treasury has considered the public interest considerations in 
section 9(1) and section 18 of the Official Information Act. 
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Reference: T2016/166 BM-2-4-2016-10 
 
 
Date: 11 February 2016 
 
 
To: Minister of Finance  

(Hon Bill English)  
 
Associate Minister of Finance  
(Hon Steven Joyce)  
 

CC:  Associate Minister of Finance  
(Hon Paula Bennett) 

 
 
Deadline: Investment Ministers Meeting on 15 February 2016 at 4.30pm 
 
 
Aide Memoire for BGA Workstream Ministers - Investment  

Purpose 
 
1. The purpose of this note is to support a discussion amongst BGA Investment 

Ministers on the relative priority of Budget initiatives in this workstream. 

2. The Treasury assessments focus on the merits of the initiatives informed by the 
supporting information that has been provided by agencies. Once each of the 
Business Growth Agenda (BGA) Ministerial groups has discussed the initiatives, 
Ministers English and Joyce will consider options for prioritised packages across 
the BGA to fit into the available allowance, with advice from the BGA Leadership 
Group. Budget Ministers are yet to make a call on the quantum available for the 
BGA. 

Context 
 
3. The emphasis of Budget 2016 is on analysis and use of evidence to support 

investments that achieve results for New Zealanders as well as a continued focus 
on public sector performance.   

4. [33]
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5. The BGA sets out recommended actions required to strengthen our economy, 
improve productivity and create jobs. The BGA Investment workstream achieves 
these ends through the following priorities: 

•        Support and attract investment into all parts of New Zealand 

•        Implement, embed and evaluate recent regulatory reforms to financial 
market regulation to ensure they allow financial markets to thrive 

•        Rebuild the Government’s balance sheet to reduce the risks of future 
adverse events, and optimise the allocation of Crown capital 

•        Modernise IRD’s systems to preserve our broad-based tax base, reduce 
compliance costs, and smooth tax collection impacts on firm cash-flows 

•        Improve the financial capability of all New Zealanders and encourage 
personal savings and investment 

6. Priorities across the Investment workstream are to establish a comprehensive 
strategy, appropriate governance and allocate resources. These priorities have 
either been subject to earlier Cabinet decisions on funding or are funded through 
reprioritisation within existing baselines.  

7. Within this workstream, operating initiatives of approximately $52 million per 
annum have been submitted.  Funding all initiatives would require active 
reprioritisation, significant savings and/or revenue increases. To support a 
discussion on priorities we outline some suggested discussion points on options 
and key trade-offs below. 

8. This advice has been informed by discussion with the Ministry of Business, 
Innovation and Employment and the BGA Leadership Group. 

Key themes emerging and wider work in Investment workstream 
 
9. In refreshing the BGA, the Capital Markets workstream was reframed as the 

Investment workstream. This shift reflected the work done to build effective 
capital markets and the opportunity now being to lift investment for business 
growth. A new priority theme (attracting investment) and a new target, to increase 
the rate of business investment to accelerate growth throughout New Zealand, 
were included in the BGA Investment workstream. 

10. Cabinet approved the New Zealand Investment Attraction Strategy in 2015 
which sets out priorities and key actions for agencies to work with the private 
sector on investment attraction activities. The strategy requires a better 
coordinated and more focused effort by government. A taskforce of senior 
government officials has been tasked with delivering against the strategy, and is 
able to reprioritise existing funding towards achieving the objectives set out. 
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11. The most pressing issue emerging from initial discussions by the taskforce is the 
operation of our investment screening regime. Ministers have agreed for an 
increase in resources for the Overseas Investment Office. As the Office is fully 
funded through third party user charges, a fees review is underway. The fees 
review is not part of this Budget process.  

12. A package of Business Tax Measures has been developed aimed at further 
reducing tax compliance costs for businesses and contributing towards well 
functioning markets. The proposed package of tax measures would collectively 
provide significant compliance cost reductions for businesses, while still 
maintaining New Zealand’s broad-base, low-rate tax framework and also to 
support small business through Better Public Services Result 9.  

13. Treasury supports the intent of the package but considers that there is benefit in 
deferring for consultation on the merits of the proposals in line with the Generic 
Tax Policy Process (GTPP). We note that further consultation is planned on the 
technical details of the proposals, but officials have been permitted to consult on 
the merits of the package with only a few key stakeholders. Separately, 
Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ) have remarked that 
in their view, expediency has reduced the quality of the consultative process in 
some recent situations, risking poor policy design and outcomes. In our view, 
there is benefit in further consultation in line with GTPP in light of concerns raised 
by key stakeholders.  

14. 

15. Treasury recommends funding increasing cost pressures in the Commerce 
Commission’s enforcement of general market regulation. Not funding these 
pressures is likely to undermine well-functioning markets as these pressures are 
unable to be absorbed through baselines. While the Commission has a 
programme of initiatives to deliver further efficiency and effectiveness 
improvements, these will provide only marginal improvements and are unlikely to 
manage the scale of the cost, volume, and complexity pressures faced by the 
Commission.  

16. Addressing these cost pressures will ensure the Commission can enforce the 
Government’s recently enacted consumer law reforms, as intended by Cabinet. It 
would also allow for additional resources to improve the timeliness of the 
Commission’s non-discretionary competition activities which are increasing in 
volume and complexity. An increase in the baseline also includes funding for two 

[33]
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contingencies; one for economic regulation inquiries under Part 4 of the 
Commerce Act, and the other for the impact of the Commerce (Cartels and Other 
Matters) Bill that is expected to be passed in 2016.  

Suggested points for discussion 

17. Ministers may wish to discuss the tradeoffs between proceeding with the tax 
measure policies now, the overall fiscal pressures in this Budget, and the 
concerns raised by key stakeholders around the reduced quality of the 
consultative process risking poor policy design and outcomes.  

18. Beyond Budget 2016 and in the context of the Investment Attraction Strategy, 
Ministers may want to consider how active government should be in attracting 
investment, the level of targeting towards particular sectors, and the role for 
government in supporting further financial market development. 

Appendices 
 
19. The following tables outline the relevant initiatives and the Treasury’s advice. 

There are two appendices attached to this document. 

a. Appendix 1: this table details the recommended initiatives we recommend 
progressing for Budget 16 

b. Appendix 2: this table shows those initiatives that we recommend are not 
funded and are included here for visibility. 

 

Matthew Gilbert, Team Leader, Economic Performance & Strategy, 

Simon McLoughlin, Team Leader, Fiscal and State Sector Management,
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[34]

[34]

[34]

[34]
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Appendix One: Recommended Initiatives (amounts are in $million) 
 

Vote Initiative  OPEX 
2015/16 

OPEX 
2016/17 

OPEX 
2017/18 

OPEX 
2018/19 

OPEX 
2019/20 

CAPEX 
(over 4 
years) 

Comment 

TOTAL    

    

Business, 
Science 
and 
Innovation 

General 
Markets 
Regulation 
Cost 
Pressures 

Sought: 
 
 
 
 

0.000 5.300 4.300 4.300 4.300 0.000 Unless additional funding is made 
available the increasing 
complexity and volume of existing 
work, coupled with additional 
legislative responsibility, will result 
in increasingly undesirable 
service delivery trade-offs and 
continue to affect the timeliness of 
competition activities. 

Recommended: 0.000 5.300 4.300 4.300 4.300 0.000 

Revenue 

 

[33]

[33]
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Appendix 2: Initiatives that we do not recommend funding (amounts are in $million) 
 
Vote Initiative OPEX 

2015/16 
OPEX 
2016/17 

OPEX 
2017/18 

OPEX 
2018/19 

OPEX 
2019/20 

CAPEX 
(over 4 
years) 

Comment 

Revenue Business Tax 
Policy Measures 

Sought: 0.000 66.580 84.832 (0.752) 14

 

84.832 84.832 (0.752) 

 

(0.752) 84.832 (0.752) 

 

14.000 84.832 (0.7

 

0.000 84.832 

 

Treasury recommends 
deferring this initiative to allow 
more formal and broader 
consultation with the private 
sector. 
 
The funding profile is indicative 
and may change following 
further analysis. 

Recommended: 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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